How Do I Disconnect my SKY Digital

Your SKY Digital is usually connected in either of 2 ways.

**Choice 1** - By the RF lead. This lead is a “normal” aerial type lead that runs from the RF out plug on the decoder to your aerial in socket on the TV set. This is the same type of lead often used to connect a VCR to your TV.

*How do I know:* You will know that this lead is used if you have to turn to a TV channel to view SKY - i.e. channel 7 to view SKY

**Choice 2** - By an AV (audio / video) lead. This lead will be fatter than the RF lead and will have 3 plugs on the end. Usually they are coloured Yellow, Red and White. The Yellow plug usually is plugged into the “video in” socket of your TV or VCR and the other two are usually used for stereo sound. If your TV or VCR doesn’t have stereo sound, either one of these can be used to plug into the “audio in” socket on your TV or VCR.

*How do I know:* You will know that this lead is used if you have to turn your TV or VCR to the “video” or “AV” channel to view SKY - i.e. pressing the AV or Video button on your remote to view SKY.

When used with the Caravan Kit you only need to use one of these choices.

- **Choice 1** - if you decide to use this lead it will plug into the aerial socket of the TV in your caravan and you will need to tune in the TV to the SKY decoder on whatever channel you like.

- **Choice 2** - you can use this choice if your TV in the caravan has AV inputs and your SKY decoder has this lead. Then to watch your SKY you just press the AV or Video button on your remote. Some TV’s have the AV channel as the channel below ‘0’. To get to this just go down the channels using the CH - button until you reach the AV channel.